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Abstract
Reach through royalties (RTRs) allow companies that license patented research tools to profit from inventions created by others using these tools. Support for RTRs is split; some disfavor them for their potential anti-commons effects, while others believe RTRs provide important services, such as research tool valuation. This piece argues that RTRs should be allowed, outlining their current use in the United States and the financial implications for both tool licensors and researchers.
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I. Introduction

In the high stakes worlds of pharmaceuticals and integrated circuits, an inventor of a new product that catches on stands to profit handsomely. As with any endeavor that creates a large amount of revenue, there is usually no shortage of claimants to some of the credit for the invention, and thus some of the money. This article discusses reach through royalties (“RTRs”), a method by which inventors of patented “research tools” can exercise some claim over the proceeds of these later inventions, and argues that this method should be enforceable under patent law. Although research tools can be defined very broadly, my analysis is concerned with patented methods and products used in the process of inventing additional patented products, such as a pharmaceutical.

II. Reach Through Royalties

A. Definition

“‘Reach-through licensing’ is licensing of technology/intellectual property, typically patent rights, with royalties based on a percentage of sales, where the licensed technology/intellectual property, such as basic research, is not incorporated into the end product.” Sometimes the definition is confused with other types of license terms; one reference to an agreement in which the licensee was required to grant the licensor “the first rights to negotiate a license for any new inventions or discoveries arising from [the] use of the Kit” was called
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In fact, this type of agreement is called a “grantback.” Later in the same article, however, the author refers to “royalties on commercial products that may not appear for a decade or more after the tool was actually used and then never be used again in the actual making of the product.” This accurately describes an RTR.

Another similar but distinguishable licensing scheme was that adopted in 1982 for the “Cohen-Boyer” patent by patentees Stanford University and the University of California. The licensing provisions were similar to those of an RTR in that the royalty amounts depended on future sales; however, royalties were computed on the actual use of the patented method in the manufacturing of a new product, not just use during the discovery phase. As such, the royalty computation did not “reach through” the patented product to another product.

Like the Cohen-Boyer license, most biotech RTRs involve only a license to the research tool itself. The focus of this article is on a rarer breed: the sales of patented products, whose use is also subject to a license enforceable through an infringement suit. In light of the doctrine of patent exhaustion, such a situation may seem impossible. However, there is at least one accepted situation in which such a license term is effectively enforceable under patent law, and I argue that RTRs should be another.

B. Legal Considerations

As a threshold matter, it should be noted that RTRs in general should not be prohibited as per se patent misuse or an antitrust
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violation, and that an RTR is not necessarily an impermissible expansion beyond the scope of the patent. Licensors can, at the very least, enforce RTR provisions through breach of contract suits.

The doctrine of patent exhaustion is the primary limit on “use restrictions” on a patented product that has been sold. A brief examination of the current state of the doctrine in patent law will show exactly how much of a limit it is. The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Quanta v. LG Electronics announced a renewed emphasis on the power of the doctrine, which holds that a patentee loses all of his patent enforcement rights over a particular copy of his patented product when he sells that copy. Stated in positive terms, a patented product can be freely used by its buyer in any way he sees fit.

In Quanta, the patentee argued that the license restricted buyers who had acquired the patented product from a licensee from using the product without separately licensing for this right directly with the patentee. The Court disagreed, holding that once the product was sold, the patentee lost all authority (at least under patent law) to restrict the use of the product. The Court reiterated the rule from the 1942 case United States v. Univis Lens Co.: “Exhaustion is triggered only by a sale authorized by the patent holder.” The two key words in the rule are “authorized” and “sale.” The significance of “sale” will be discussed below. For now, it is enough to know that an “authorized” sale is one that follows any restrictions the patent holder places on the sale. Any sale that does not is “unauthorized,” and subjects the buyer of the product (and the licensee, if any, who sold the product) to patent infringement liability if he or she uses it.

This restriction can be seen as an incomplete transfer to the licensee of the bundle of rights granted by the Patent Act, specifically, the right to sell. The Quanta Court implicitly upheld the validity of this type of restriction, as stated earlier in General Talking Pictures Corp. v.

9. Id. at 102. Server also notes that Brulotte involved a sale which was apparently “unrestricted,” and which should have triggered the exhaustion doctrine. The Court did not address the issue. See id. at 94 n.203.
10. See id. at 62.
13. Id.
Perhaps more relevant to the RTR situation is that of “single use only” restriction on the buyer, which was dealt with in Mallinckrodt v. Medipart, an earlier Federal Circuit decision. The Federal Circuit concluded the restriction was valid, calling it “an express[] condition[]” of the sale. The Quanta Court did not offer any specific guidance on this restriction, either, which is unfortunate, as it appears that the patentee in Quanta “took full advantage” of the Mallinckrodt holding in crafting its license. Some have argued that, at the time it was decided, Mallinckrodt was already a departure from established Supreme Court precedent and that in light of Quanta, it can be considered dead law. One thing is certain, however: the facts in Mallinckrodt approximate those in Quanta much more closely than those in General Talking Pictures. However, even assuming Mallinckrodt is no longer good law, RTRs aren’t “use” restrictions on products that have been sold, and thus can’t be held to fail to prevent exhaustion on that ground, either.

The Quanta Court did cite, along with Univis, several examples of restrictions that have not allowed protection from patent exhaustion; however, there are no examples in Justice Thomas’ four-paragraph history of the doctrine of patent exhaustion (two of which are devoted to Univis) of restrictions that were allowed. This author

15. 305 U.S. 124, 127 (1938).
17. LG Electronics. v. Bizcom Electronics, 453 F.3d 1364, 1369–70 (Fed. Cir. 2006).
20. Id. at 530.
is not aware even of dicta in any Supreme Court case that hints at what sorts of restrictions may theoretically be allowed to insulate a patent from exhaustion.

One possibility is that the *General Talking Pictures* restriction could be manipulated to transform an authorized sale into an unauthorized sale the moment that the buyer violated the use restriction. The idea is that a patentee could insert into the license a contractual “condition precedent” that the product would only be used by the buyer in the permitted fashion. Although the Court has never directly addressed the question, at least one commentator does not think this is possible.\(^23\)

As may be gleaned from the above discussion, *Quanta* is notable for what it didn’t say. In addition to shedding very little light on the issue of restrictions on sales of patented products, the Court did not offer any affirmative pronouncements on the mere contractual enforceability of use restrictions, stating that the patentee was not “necessarily” precluded from pursuing contractual remedies.\(^24\) One concern is whether such a provision would amount to patent misuse.\(^25\)

### C. RTRs as a Workaround to Patent Exhaustion

Recall the postponement of the discussion, above, of “sale” in the rule of *Univis*, as well as the wording of *Mallinckrodt*. How else could “use” restrictions be characterized to comply with current law? Hungar points out that “it seems reasonable to predict that some patent holders may attempt to avoid the impact of *Quanta* by restructuring sales transactions as licenses, leases, consignments or bailments in which title does not pass to the consumer.”\(^26\) In such a case, a license may be structured to contemplate an eventual sale. Such sales of real property can be subject to a condition precedent.\(^27\) An RTR can be considered a condition precedent of a sale, with the licensee promising to pay money in the future in exchange for eventually acquiring title to the product. The patentee promises to allow use of the product prior to the sale in exchange for the user’s promise to buy, which necessarily requires compliance with the condition precedent. Without such a promise, the user could simply decide that he or she does not want title, thereby refusing to pay the

\(^{23}\) Hungar, *supra* note 19, at 540.

\(^{24}\) 128 S. Ct. at 2122 n.7. The patentee did not claim breach of contract.


\(^{26}\) Hungar, *supra* note 19, at 533 n.83.

\(^{27}\) *Id.* at 532 (citing early 20th century cases).
RTR even though a sale is contemplated in the license. If the user breaks this promise, even if he or she is no longer using the product, this constitutes infringement in addition to breach of a contract.

This arrangement is slightly different from a user restriction, dismissed above, which attempts to retroactively transform an authorized sale into an unauthorized one. In the proposed arrangement, the sale does not take place until the future royalties, the true price for title to the product, are paid. If the licensee refuses to pay the money, he or she never gets title to the product. While this may be a moot issue by the time such a refusal is made, the user can be held liable for infringement as a mere licensee. Although this could be seen as "retroactively" changing the nature of the use of the product, it is no different than any other contract in which duties of performance by one party are not due simultaneously with or prior to the other party's performance.

An RTR effectively turns royalties into a delayed payment plan for use of a patented product, an idea that has some historical precedent. In Brulotte v. Thys, a license that required royalty payments based on use of a product after the patent's expiration was held to be patent misuse; the dissent characterized the license arrangement as a mere delayed payment plan, which the purchaser used to "amortize the machine's fixed cost." Judge Posner discussed this idea approvingly in a recent case as well. A later case, Zenith Radio Corp. v. Haeltine Research, distinguished the collection of royalties from their accrual, "recognizing . . . that the payment of this royalty could be postponed beyond [the expiration of the patent]." Coincidentally, the district court in Bayer v. Housey, as of early 2009 the only existing federal decision involving an RTR, suggested that the RTR at issue could be seen as such a delayed payment plan, although neither of the parties submitted evidence showing whether royalties actually accrued after patent expiration.

Thus, RTRs on patented products are not really royalties at all: they are just a way to compute the final sales price of the product. Parties have wide latitude to negotiate for royalties, as long as they
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are not “exorbitant or oppressive” or “discriminatory.” So why shouldn’t parties have that same freedom to negotiate a final sales price? Of course, “the effectiveness of such schemes will likely depend on the extent to which the substance of the transaction is consistent with its form. There is precedent for judicial reexamination of such transactions to determine whether they are, in substance, sales and should thus be treated accordingly.” In fact, Justice Thomas performed this analysis in *Quanta* when he responded to LGE’s argument that the licensing agreement was a restriction on the “right to sell”: “LGE overlooks important aspects of the structure of the Intel-LGE transaction. Nothing in the License Agreement restricts Intel’s right to sell its microprocessors and chipsets . . . .” Just because Intel gave notice to its customers of its inability to sublicense the method patents did not mean that the license agreement actually restricted Intel’s sales.

This author is not aware of any cases involving RTRs and exhaustion as of December 2009 (probably because most RTRs do not involve patented product sales). Indeed, as already stated, only one case involving the validity of RTRs in any context has made it into a federal courtroom. Only time will tell how these arguments will fare.

**III. Why RTRs Should Not Be Allowed to Run Afoul of Exhaustion**

Policy will be a key component of the arguments on both sides of an RTR validity dispute, either under patent or contract law. Aside from legislation explicitly declaring RTRs unenforceable after a sale of a patented product, policy may be the only consideration at this point in time that could effectively put an end to RTRs.

Arguing for RTRs necessarily involves arguing for the value of tools in general. As patentability is strong evidence that tools are valued, it is not possible to have a full discussion of the policies surrounding RTRs without mentioning the policy supporting the patentability of research tools in the first place. Research tools are
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unquestionably patentable.\textsuperscript{39} However, the policy underlying the caselaw is unclear, and tool patents are not explicitly favored or disfavored by governmental policy pronouncements.

As noted above, most RTR licenses are “use” licenses for method patents.\textsuperscript{40} Unsurprisingly, many statements of current policy and law are implicitly written with method patents in mind.\textsuperscript{41} One such method patent is an “assay” tool, which is a method of targeting a component of a living cell that acts as a switch in controlling a disease process. More research will be directed to learn what other molecules can control that switch, and one of those molecules may eventually become a pharmaceutical. These assays can be patented, but they are not “sold” as discrete physical products. Instead, the patentee effectively licenses the ability to do additional research on the particular cell component identified, through the practice of the targeting method at issue. For example, although the National Institutes of Health (“NIH”) guidelines name other research tools which can be sold as discrete physical products, thus triggering patent exhaustion (e.g., “cell lines, monoclonal antibodies, reagents, animal models, growth factors, combinatorial chemistry libraries, drugs . . ., clones and cloning tools (such as “PCR”), . . . laboratory equipment and machines . . .”) the guidelines do not mention exhaustion as a doctrine that would moot any questions of licensing.\textsuperscript{42} RTRs on product sales are likely subject to the same policy restrictions from both the NIH and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

A. Current Policy

Although the legal landscape tends to answer the question of what an actor must or can do, the policies of other significant players help determine what an actor will do. One of the most influential players in research tool patent licensing is the NIH. Current NIH policy guidelines for recipients of NIH research funds, largely a product of former NIH Director Harold Varmus’s stance on the issue with respect to DuPont’s Cre-lox genetic engineering system,\textsuperscript{43} frowned on product sales and included a list of research tools which could be sold as physical products, triggering patent exhaustion.

\textsuperscript{39} Server, supra note 8, at 30.
\textsuperscript{40} Hightet, supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{41} Server, supra note 8, at 25–121.
\textsuperscript{43} Freundlich, supra note 2. (The “Cre-lox patent” was U.S. patent 4,959,317, which expired Sept. 25, 2007. The Canadian version expired Dec. 24, 2008.)
Although these guidelines have no legal authority, they are extremely influential on universities and biotech companies that depend on NIH grants. A patentee using an RTR for a patent developed with NIH money may find him or herself unable to secure further NIH grants. Consequently, a good deal of biotech research will most likely not be licensed through RTRs. Whether a government agency besides the United States Patent and Trademark Office should be able to influence patent issues directly is another question, but the fact of this influence is inescapable.

Overall, however, “the NIH has left considerable discretion to Recipients in determining how to achieve the principle of ensuring appropriate distribution of NIH-funded tools,” and suggests that “Recipients should engage in such interactions on an infrequent, case-by-case, and highly controlled and monitored basis.” The FDA’s policy on RTRs is less clear: “The goal of critical path research [research moving a laboratory idea to a commercial drug] is to develop new, publicly available scientific and technical tools . . . that make the development process itself more efficient and effective . . . . Such tools will make it easier to identify earlier in the process those products that do not hold promise, thus reducing time and resource investments, and facilitating the process for development of medical products that hold the most promise for patients.” The key issue is whether an RTR is incompatible with “public availability.”

Some policy embedded in the Patent Act itself appears to favor “limit[ing] the reward that may be gained by early stage inventors:” “rules requiring a specific use for an invention and limiting the

45. Donald R. Ware, Research Tool Patents: Judicial Remedies, 30 AIPLA Q. J. 267, 292 (2002) (“Based upon an informal survey of university, biotech, and pharmaceutical company clients, …the industry trend is moving away from reach-through royalties for research tools that do not form an integral component of a drug product.... [L]arge pharmaceutical companies... have [also]adopted strict policies against entering into drug discovery or other research tool licenses that contain reach-through royalty provisions”). Whether any of these examples are due to the NIH guidelines is unclear.
46. Supra note 44; See also Server, supra note 8, and Kowalski, supra note 1 (supporting the proposition that there is no absolute prohibition on RTRs for NIH funded tool inventions).
protection to that use, other rules relating to the scope of a patent, rules on blocking patents, and the reverse doctrine of equivalents.”

A comparison to the policy justifications underlying *General Talking Pictures* and *Quanta* is also informative. If a restriction on the “right to sell” is accepted as a valid restriction on a sale, then why are restrictions on use unacceptable? The answer to this question requires distinguishing the parties in a sale transaction. The Supreme Court recognized long ago that “licensees ‘stand[] on different ground’ from purchasers in authorized sales.” The licensees never own the product, but merely pass it on to the ultimate purchaser.

However, as seen in *General Talking Pictures*, even a buyer can be liable for infringement if he or she uses a product purchased in knowing violation of the licensing agreement between the seller and the patentee. Is this not effectively a “use” restriction? It can be a complete use restriction, as well, if the buyer is not supposed to be able to obtain the product from the licensee at all. In this light, an RTR, which allows a buyer to use the product at will, *as long as* he or she later remits a portion of the sales of his own product, is less of a use restriction on a buyer than the sales restriction could be. This alternative interpretation of the effect of sales restriction highlights that the primary concern of the Court might not be a restriction on “use” *per se*. So what exactly is the policy force at work in *Quanta*?

On the surface, *Quanta* is purely legal analysis, based on long-established principles. However, it may also signify a very simple policy preference by the Court when managing commercial transactions that implicate patent law: certainty. In this context, the certainty desired is the clear insulation of a buyer and a licensee/seller from post-sale infringement liability. The Court discusses the knowledge of the licensee and the buyer at the time of sale: if both parties subjectively understand the sale to be authorized when it takes place, the sale is forever considered authorized, even if it is subsequently determined to violate a licensing restriction. Conversely, to be liable for infringement, the parties must be aware at the time of sale that they are violators. This sale is forever unauthorized, and cannot be converted into an authorized sale later.
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This policy preference for certainty should not affect RTRs. Although they exist to exploit the uncertainty of the worth of research tools, RTRs do not leave the buyer uncertain as to future infringement liability. Assuming RTRs are enforceable in patent law as conditions on sales, the buyer will be aware that his own future behavior is the only determinant of infringement liability. A violation of the RTR provision will subject him or her to the same infringement liability he or she would have for violating any other type of royalty provision of a licensing agreement where no sale has taken place. This contrasts with the potential liability if a Quanta-type license were enforceable at patent law. Such a license “would effectively transform licensees into insurers of their customers’ good conduct,”

Reiterating the opinions of those who believe Mallinckrodt to be dead law, one scholar speculates that “the Quanta Court’s treatment of [patent exhaustion] case history suggests it may limit the ability of patentees to limit the transfer of rights with a use restriction like that in Mallinckrodt.” Even assuming that RTRs are not Mallinckrodt-type use restrictions, a case invalidating RTRs on policy grounds would seemingly have to deal with facts involving an actual RTR. RTRs are different enough to make policy analogies from other types of licensing strategies difficult.

Another recent case with possible policy implications for RTRs is the unanimous decision of Merck v. Integra. The holding of this case appears to allow drug manufacturers free use of patented research tools in the process of researching new drug candidates, using the “reasonably related to the development and submission [of an application for a new drug]” language from 35 USC §271(e)(1) as a defense to infringement. At least one commentator believes Merck did not destroy the enforceability of research tools in all situations, but that it definitely provides for broad protection of researchers relatively early in the development pipeline. This suggests the Court
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might look askance at tool manufacturers trying to extract royalties from these researchers under circumstances other than the most basic research, even if those researchers are commercial, in-house employees of a for-profit pharmaceutical company. This may be read as the Court’s pursuit of a policy supporting early stage researchers; on the other hand, research tools can be considered the very earliest stage of research, so perhaps a more precise definition of the policy would be support of researchers whose goal is a marketable drug. If this is indeed the policy, RTRs may be in trouble, as they are aimed squarely at those researchers.

B. Normative Policy

We now turn to more fundamental policy considerations, many of which suggest that RTRs have positive effects. RTRs can be used to fill in the gaps between protection of intellectual property and the economics of the biotech industry. Most importantly, RTRs solve the problem of valuation of basic research: “It is the market-place—not the cost of patenting and developing the [research tool] that determines [its] value.” As a negative example, a research tool that no one wants to use has no value at all, no matter how much money was spent developing it; thus, a research tool that costs virtually nothing to create, but has a high value for research, should be worth a lot. Seen in an absolute sense, “but for the research tool, there would not have been the end product drug” The head of SIBIA Neurosciences in 1998, Dr. William Comer, said the company “gives away” its research tools in exchange for later royalties if the recipient goes on to develop a commercially successful product. A tool inventor “solve[s] problems the drug developer either could not afford or did not find profitable to solve, or did not timely

56. Unlike the NIH guidelines, Hatch-Waxman does not provide separate standards for non-profit vs. for-profit researchers.


58. Id. (“If the basic research tool...cost at most only US$2m to develop and patent (or less), a reach- through royalty of US$25-300m still may not be excessive compensation.”)
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60. Freundlich, supra note 2. SIBIA was acquired by Merck in Nov 1999, and Comer’s tenure as CEO apparently ended around that time, as well. SIBIA’s current licensing practices are unknown.
solve first,” or didn’t solve as efficiently. Profitability is always a factor in a “go/no go” drug development decision. The efficiency of the tool could have a huge impact on this profitability factor. The tool can thus provide a “considerable competitive advantage” to its user.

RTRs probably increase the likelihood of a tool being used, as well, which benefits the licensee, the licensor, and the public. The small up front cost for licensees significantly reduces their risk exposure to the use of a particular tool, versus the risk the licensee would be taking if it initially paid “full price.” Furthermore, even if a tool lowers the financial hurdle to create a new product, there is always the business risk that the licensee will be unable to convert a seemingly useful final product into a profitable final product. Unlike other products without licensing arrangements, RTRs effectively allow licensees to push some of this business risk onto the tool patentee. Nothing encourages risk-taking like a reduction of risk, so allowing such risk sharing should encourage innovation by licensees. In fact, one analyst claims that biotech pharma has always insisted on anti-stacking language (see below) in licenses to “patent pending” research tools in order to shift the risk of patent blocking to the tool patentee. This risk is significant due to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office’s long prosecution timeline for biotech products.

Additionally, the tool inventor benefits, at minimum, from the small income stream generated by the licensee’s initial use of the tool under an RTR arrangement. Ultimately, the public will receive the benefit of a drug that would not have existed otherwise (see above on tools being a large part of a decision to go ahead with drug development).

One real-world application of the ability of RTRs to measure the value of research is that courts have used them to calculate “reasonable royalty” damages in infringement cases, although this author is not aware of any cases involving RTRs in the context of product sales. In explaining current court practice, one commentator cited cases involving the use of a patented product in the actual
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production of the infringer’s product, but not the development stage. Thus, it is still unknown whether a court might consider an RTR in an infringement involving a sale of a patented product.

Comparing RTRs to another type of final value determination, the use of sales of one product to determine the value of another happens routinely for patented products used in subcomponents of larger products, such as automobiles. The only difference between auto parts contracts and RTRs is that in RTRs the “sales” do not involve products that actually practice or embody the patent, or were even manufactured using a patented product or method. The licensed product is used solely to develop the new product, after which it is never used again.

Of course, there are arguments that cut against RTRs. One of the most memorable analogies is to a typewriter manufacturer demanding royalties on an author’s book. Perhaps such an arrangement would be unfair in the case of the typewriter, but in many biotech examples, the distance between the patented product and the “author’s” new product is much closer than a typewriter is to a bestselling novel. For example, a researcher using a DNA microarray to look for a bacterium possessing a certain gene really isn’t doing anything more than using the patented tool: anyone who read the instruction manual could do it. However, not everyone who sits down at a typewriter is Shakespeare. Thus, it should be up to the parties to a private contract to speculate on how much more “inventiveness” would hypothetically be embodied in whatever “new” product is developed, and to determine how much financial value should be attached to this difference.

Opponents of RTRs give little weight to the argument that the potential financial reward of an invention is the main incentive for its development, a notion that is one of the basic tenets of the patent system. Research tools are a fantastic illustration of “why patents are within the term ‘intellectual property.’” They are ways of identifying and using (and thus valuing) the ideas of the mind in the same way a farmer demarcates and uses his fields.

What happens when there are no RTRs? In the initial stages of research, where the risk is high, big pharma chooses the “cheap

68. Ware, supra note 45, at 283.
70. Kowalski, supra note 1.
route” of secretly infringing a tool patent.\textsuperscript{71} If nothing ever comes of the research, the patentee will probably never know about the violation of its patent. If a new drug is eventually developed, and the tool patentee wins an infringement suit, a judge might not consider the final sales of the drug in determining a “reasonable royalty,” but instead may base the royalty on the market for the research tool \textit{at the time of the initial research},\textsuperscript{72} which might be a very low number in light of the product’s eventual sales. Instead of a licensed patent with an RTR provision that keeps licensee costs low in the research stage, we are left with situations like the Hatch-Waxman dispute in \textit{Merck}. As one commentator points out, currently “it is the courts deciding which biotech tools are exempt, which infringers will be the benefactors of de facto compulsory licensing, and which biotech companies will stay in business. A better solution is needed.”\textsuperscript{73} RTRs are that solution.

The most vocal proponents of RTRs seem to be those who stand to recover a windfall profit (tool patentees), while those who oppose RTRs are parties who may have to pay that profit out (pharmaceutical producers). However, as shown above, end-product producers do benefit from RTR schemes. This illustrates a broader problem: many parties on both sides view RTRs as a zero-sum game. This view entirely discounts the value of simply doing research at all, versus doing no research because the necessary tools are unavailable. When a final product is created, so is new value. Twenty percent of something is better than 100\% of nothing.

C. Opposition

The massive reward garnered by RTRs is only possible through a government-enforced monopoly. The tradeoff is the exclusion of those who don’t agree to the conditions of practicing the patent (e.g., an RTR). Other costs are also borne by society.\textsuperscript{74} Because RTRs make so much sense from the parties’ perspectives, the theorized danger is that they will be agreed to very frequently, thus forcing costs onto those not party to the transaction.\textsuperscript{75} The licensor’s choice is

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{71} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{72} See discussion of Ware’s biotech reasonable royalty factors, \textit{supra} note 45, at 280.
\item \textsuperscript{75} There is some irony in the fact that the other main argument against RTRs is that \textit{no} licensees will agree to them, or perhaps even be able to agree to them. See discussion of the “stacking” problem below.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
likely between zero licensing revenue and a huge payoff, and the licensee’s choice is between no product (which also represents zero revenue) and a huge payoff, minus a (probably) small percentage. Neither party is likely to take the “assured zero revenue” route, no matter how risky the other option is, making the law the only obstacle to the transaction. With this in mind, depending on the types of costs society must pay for RTRs, perhaps some limits should be placed on their use.

The main policy opposition to RTRs seems to center around their alleged “anticommons” effect. Opposition to these arguments has also been laid out along doctrinal grounds. The main point is that RTRs make it too hard (i.e., costly and slow, with high transaction costs) for downstream inventors to license upstream tool patents. The ultimate effect is that “the accrual of too many royalty slices diminishes potential profit to the point that the company shouldering the early research and development costs may decide the drug is not worth the cost of development.” This concept is commonly referred to as “royalty stacking.” As an illustration, Ware lays out 15 different research tools that a hypothetical researcher (here, in the proteomics field) would need to use to develop a product; this means the researcher could potentially be required to license 15 separate tools before beginning work.

The backstop on too much stacking is that licensors are “keenly aware that some royalty on an end product is better than no royalty where there is no end product.” Thus, a stacking problem will tend to be self-resolving; a licensor that initially insists on a large percentage of final sales will have to lower its rates if it wants any license revenue at all. As one biotech executive opined in the late 1990s, “there will have to be equilibrium. It may get to the point where everyone starts saying ‘we won’t sign these darn things.’”
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An examination of evidence of the lack of stacking problems observed in real life RTRs, as well as “anti-stacking” compensatory measures, also suggests the anticommons effect is not as pronounced as some fear. A good initial example is the Cohen-Boyer patent. Though not a true RTR, its license shared the “percentage of the pie” method of computation that theoretically creates a stacking problem. The license did not seem to slow down use and the ensuing development of the biotech industry, which it is credited with creating, when compared to what could have happened if it was exclusively licensed, or licensed only for huge upfront fees. This is the practical licensing choice that companies have: potential for no money now vs. some money later. At the time the patent expired, there were 380 licensees.83

A back-of-the-envelope calculation from an attorney in the field might be instructive for those concerned about “overrewarding” a tool inventor. Payback won’t typically commence until approximately the tenth year of the patent term of the research tool at the earliest, entitling the toolmaker to at most ten years of royalty payments before encountering the Brulotte limit. The developer of the ultimate product will therefore have ten or more years of royalty free yet still patented sales, which could be extended even further through “evergreening.” For example, “the drug developer might realise a US$1bn per year market for 15 years or US$15bn . . . and have an outlay of reach-through royalties of only [at most] US$100-300m (at 1-3 per cent [reach-through] royalty),” amounting to at most a two percent royalty over the lifetime of the drug patent.84

Of course, the numbers might not work out so favorably in specific instances. One example is Millenium Pharmaceuticals, which served as the “identifier” of drug candidates. After this identification, Millenium passed the compound on for development by another company; in the event the compound ever became a commercial product, Millenium would receive an RTR of 5-15%.85 During the identification phase, Millenium routinely assembled approximately five research tools. Many of the tools were offered by universities, and an executive of the company claimed the tool RTRs were usually 1/2% to 3% of total sales of an end product. Apparently, Millenium had to reimburse the tool patentee for the full percentage, even though it only received 5-15% of total sales. Thus, Millenium could
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have ended up with an effective royalty stack of 25-50% on its revenue.\(^86\)

The example of the Cre-lox patent shows the realistic choice that patentees have to make when determining the amount of its licensing fee: namely, between charging a large up-front fee or collecting royalties later (bearing the risk that later royalties will never materialize).\(^87\) The Cre-lox patentee originally planned to charge $10,000 per institution for use of the technology. In the words of a company executive, “that went over like a lead balloon . . . Universities were not willing – or perhaps unable – to make that kind of commitment to a still basic-stage research tool. They wanted the chance to play with it in the lab for a while and learn more about its possibilities.”\(^88\) According to the executive, the patentee then offered an RTR, and in response, “plenty” of organizations agreed to the license.\(^89\) Reportedly, at least 150 organizations have agreed to DuPont’s terms, “most of them universities and other non-profit research centers,” including Stanford, Harvard, and the Howard Hughes Medical Institute; in 1998 DuPont said it executed five new academic licenses per month.\(^90\) Reflecting self-interest, the limiting factor on runaway RTRs, as well as the basic motivation of inventors, he further stated, “We’re not out there to strangle [licensees] . . . We just want compensation.”

An example from the semiconductor industry shows that patentees still have to make a choice about the size of their RTRs if they decide to use this method instead of an up-front fee. When the standard setting organization for 3G wireless technology in Europe polled its members for royalty rate proposals on “essential” patents involved in the technology, the cumulative royalty rate was initially estimated to be 30% of the total price of a 3G phone,\(^91\) which would have drastically reduced the profitability (and with it the widespread use) of cell phones. However, tool patentees eventually realized that the lower they price their tools (in terms of percentage of ultimate
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sales), the more money they stand to gain later on. In order to determine an appropriate percentage, a tool owner may require an end-product developer to provide a basic plan for how they plan to use each tool, but many businesses do this when asking suppliers for better deals. The leverage for a lower rate can take many different forms, from future business deals directed to the supplier, to an opportunity to test the supplier’s product in the real world, to free promotion for the supplier.

How much can a patentee charge through an RTR before the licensing scheme becomes unviable economically for potential licensees? An experienced attorney in the field offered hypothetical rates of 0.5 to 3% for a workable licensing regime. These were also the rates in the Cohen-Boyer licensing terms. An analysis of SmithKline-Beecham’s RTR exposure in the late 1990s showed that the company was probably paying around 21% of its sales to tool licensors. The Cre-lox RTR was capped at 25% of royalties, and the patentee managed to extensively license the tool. Are any of these examples unreasonable? It is difficult to say for sure, but all three real-life cases were certainly not examples of failures to license.

Whether it is really a problem or not, there are contractual solutions to stacking. Kowalski offers the option of variability: the percentage of the royalty could change over the course of the licensing period, based on the total RTRs paid to all licensors, or “a sliding scale royalty rate, i.e. a royalty rate that increases over the life of the patent or the license such that the royalty rate is lower when the product is initially introduced and higher . . . after the product has attained a market.” Variations in the percentage to be paid could be a 50% reduction in the event the licensee must pay more than a certain total RTR amount to all licensors, for example, a figure such as

---
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Real-life evidence for this exists, as well: “In an analysis done by ReCap of university/biotech license agreements, about 80% have anti-stacking language for the benefit of the biotech company, and most of this language is of the ‘fully creditable to floor’ variety. That means the university’s take goes from, for example, 5% of net sales down to a floor rate of 2.5% if the biotech player has to pay third parties in excess of 2.5% in royalties as well.”

A variation on the sliding scale is a modified “milestone” payment RTR. Royalties would be paid in lump sums based on a percentage of sales at certain sales points (e.g., at $1 million and $5 million in total sales). The percentage could rise from an initially nominal amount, thus allowing a healthy market for the product to develop before toolmakers start taking their cut. This doesn’t always work, however. “There is anti-stacking language in most of [a major pharmaceutical company’s] agreements, yet in [some] disease areas . . . it’s conceivable the potential royalty exposure to net sales of a given product could exceed 20%.”

This example, along with Ware’s hypothetical above, pale in comparison to the potential stacking problem in the semiconductor industry: an Intel lawyer told one commentator that Intel CPUs are covered by 5,000 patents. The broad cross-licensing agreement is a solution to this problem. Although mainly used to lower the risk of unintentional infringement, a broad portfolio license could also have the effect of eliminating the stacking problem. The broad license itself could, of course, contain an RTR provision, but it would be impossible to calculate. The primary utility of the cross-license is to save companies from spending immense amounts of time investigating other inventors’ patents. Figuring the actual royalty amount for a portfolio RTR would involve establishing whether or not a patent was actually used, which would require the very research the broad license was used to avoid. Perhaps in the future, biotech companies will execute broad cross-licensing agreements similar to those found in the integrated circuit industry.

---
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Defensive patenting is another possible anticommons danger of allowing exponential rewards for early-stage patentees. Another comparison to the semiconductor industry illustrates this problem and how RTRs could be a solution instead of a cause. In semiconductors, the business strategy of “defensive patenting” is the norm; companies file as many patents as possible in a given area in order to lower the future risk of infringement by their products. In order to keep transaction costs low, companies agree to broad, royalty-free cross-licenses of their entire patent portfolios.

What if those cross-licenses came with RTRs? Instead of an RTR on a single research tool, by which a tool inventor could be “over-rewarded” if a downstream researcher uses that tool to invent a blockbuster product, the downstream researcher would have access to every tool the inventor owns in exchange for his RTR obligation on any products the researcher creates. Surely a percentage of profits in exchange for the entire productive output of a licensor is a fair trade. Defensive patenting does seem to be occurring in biotech. As one law professor stated, “Everybody is filing as many patents as possible so they have a bargaining chip against being held up by someone else.” Perhaps RTRs would be an acceptable solution.

Adherents to the anticommons effect could take solace in the fact that there is a natural termination of any problem when a patent expires. This is ensured by Brulotte v. Thys and should assuage any fears of RTRs persisting indefinitely. At the same time, this limit should not deter licensors; it is unlikely that a licensee would intentionally wait to sell its product until the patent expired (except perhaps towards the end of the patent life).

Some of the loudest complaints about stacking come from proponents of public service. As noted above, the NIH adopted a policy disfavoring RTRs in 1998. The main policy argument seemed to be that the difficulty and expense of obtaining research tools burdened by an RTR made RTRs a poor choice for research tools developed with public money. In the case of low-cost public-interest work, one government scientist pointed out their “trouble getting
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companies interested in developing TB or malaria drugs . . . . You add stacking royalties onto that and who gets hurt is the public.”

Interestingly, the NIH guidelines state that when transferring “an NIH-funded research tool to a for-profit entity that intends to use the tool for its own internal purposes, recipients [of NIH grant money] are entitled to capture the value of their invention.” Perhaps NIH only meant to protect purely academic research from the supposed anticommons effect of RTRs; Dr. Varmus’ initial motivation for convening the panel, after all, was his refusal to agree, on behalf of the NIH, to license a DuPont patent on DuPont’s reach-through terms (which over 150 other entities, many of them academic labs, had already agreed to).

There is some inherent contradiction in the NIH guidelines that lends support to this theory. At one point, the guidelines state that “[r]oyalties on the sale of a final product that does not embody the tool, or other reach-through rights directed to a final product that does not embody the tool discourage use of tools and are not appropriate in these circumstances.” However, the guidelines later state that “[r]oyalties on the sale of final products are more appropriate to situations where a for-profit entity seeks to commercialize the tool, e.g., by developing a marketable product or service, or incorporating the tool into a marketable product or service.” There seems to be an outright prohibition of RTRs that is later partially withdrawn if the licensee is a “for-profit entity.”

Whatever the ultimate policy thrust of the licensing guidelines, the Cre-lox licensing agreement between NIH and DuPont can be used for “public interest” research on tuberculosis or vaccines that are not profitable enough for a for-profit pharma to pursue. The RTR provision was essentially dropped in exchange for NIH’s agreement to transfer the technology only to non-profit entities. This is precisely the situation in General Talking Pictures.

Some who protest RTRs are motivated not by a concern for the public (as seems to be the case with the NIH and the FDA), but by
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their own desire for financial reward. Large pharmaceutical companies don’t like RTRs, for the obvious reason that they stand to lose significant amounts of revenue to licensing fees.  One attorney’s personal experience is that “larger, for-profit companies have [initially] offered miniscule lump sum execution fees that would barely cover the patent prosecution costs for patent protection for basic research, only to agree eventually to proper annual payments and royalties based on a percentage of sales of end product – reach-through licensing – illustrating that reach-through licensing is indeed a necessary reality to ‘capture the value of . . . invention.’”

Ironically, however, biotech pharma has always insisted on anti-stacking language in licenses to “patent pending” research tools for a different reason: to shift the risk of patent blocking to the patentee, a justification already mentioned above.

Bridging academia and private industry, one university professor, who would seemingly represent the “academic community” regarding RTRs, but is also the founder of a company that commercialized a biotech invention, said “I’d rather pay (a company) up front, and then that’s it, rather than take this and if anything comes of it, then have to pay 20% later.” This statement represents a contradiction: on one hand, he’d presumably agree to an RTR on his own product. On the other, as evidenced by his words, he doesn’t want to pay another patentee an RTR. Many formerly purely academic researchers are now in the same position thanks to the Bayh-Dole Act, which has effectively condensed the policy dispute in many cases.

Despite academic opposition to RTRs, universities themselves use them. One biotech executive said that “we often find ourselves walking away from licensing in tissue samples or other tools because the university . . . is insisting that if we ever develop a drug using the tool we have to pay a royalty,” which he claims usually runs from 1/2% to 3%.

IV. Conclusion

On balance, RTRs incentivize early-stage biotech inventors by providing them with the tools they need at a reasonable up-front cost.
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As with any general strategy, RTRs might not always fulfill their promise in specific situations. Overall, however, they fit well with current legal concepts, the US patent system, and our capitalist economy. They also support the national interest in encouraging further development of biotech.

It seems likely that RTRs will eventually be tested in court and perhaps some of the arguments discussed here will be used. As human knowledge expands and the production pipeline for biotech medicines grows longer and more complex, increased numbers of inventors will have their hands in the pie. The amount of money available at the end of the pipeline depends on many factors, but assuming the power of these medicines grows ever greater (“cure for cancer in 5 easy pills!”), there will be money, and claimants to it will soon follow.